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Major comments

Overall, the quality of the manuscript has improved. The authors addressed most of my concerns. There is still one point missing, however, that I think is important. It concerns that back transformation of the values (p. 12 l. 20–23). In regression, the correct back transformation of \( \log y = x\beta + \varepsilon \) is not \( e^{x\beta} \) but \( e^{x\beta} E(\varepsilon) \), \( E \) being the expectation (e.g. Manning, 1998). For a lognormal case (i.e. the residuals in a the regression of the log-transformed variable are normally distributed), one would get \( E(y|x) = e^{x\beta + 0.5\sigma^2} \). Thus, if one transforms without taking the variance of the residuals into account, the transformed values could be biased. This might affect the MEF part of your fitness function. Please explain how you handled this possible bias.

Also, transformation for Random Forest and SVM are rather unusual. While it might somehow help for SVM if you use a Gaussian (i.e symmetric) kernel, a monotonic transformation for decision trees shouldn’t change anything.

I understand that the focus of your work is on GEP. However, you compare with other machine learning algorithms and they have their advantages. And one of the advantages of using Random Forest or SVM, for example, is that they do not assume any normality and thus no transformation is necessary. This advantage should be discussed.

I suggest that the authors take care of the issue of back transformation and either revise their calculation or explain why the back transformation in their case is simply the exponential.

Detailed comments

• Last point in highlights: either introduce GEP in point 2 or avoid the acronym

• p. 5 l. 1,2 What are a set number of genes and a set fixed length? Do you mean fixed/determined? This is confusing as you also use set in the sense of a mathematical set.

• p. 6 l. 1–2 I don’t understand this sentence. Is the word ‘one’ too much?

• p. 6 l. 3 Is the word ‘and’ too much?
• p. 7 l. 8 What is the hyper-parameter in GEP? The stopping criterion described above? Why does it have components? Does it mean, there are several hyper-parameters?

• p. 7 l. 13 Replace signature by pattern.

• p. 6 l. 17–19 This sentence is broken.

• p. 7 l. 20–27, 28–31, p. 8 l. 1–8 These paragraphs are repetitive. Try to join the description of the Bandt and Pompe approach.

• p. 8 l. 9 . . . of the fitness . . .

• p. 8 l. 14 number

• p. 8 l. 19–20 Which function is minimized? CEM? MEF+NP? Both? On p. 10 l. 17–19 You state that different functions were used for one experiment only. Which function did you use otherwise?

• p. 9 l. 25 Grammar: “each functional values”

• p. 10 l. 25 The MATLAB toolboxes.

• p. 10 l. 26 “SimpleR” or “Simple R”

• p. 10 l. 25–29 For a reader not familiar with those toolboxes, it is not clear whether you tuned the hyper-parameters. It is not enough to cite the tools. Please state clearly whether you tuned the parameters via a cross-validation.

• p. 11 l. 12 can be calculated

• Section 3.2.3 Please add that you use daily mean values.

• p. 14 l. 28 to p. 15 l. 4 I don’t understand the point about summing the predictions. Did you also train the GEP models on summed fluxes? Then, this should be mentioned in the material and method section.

• p. 14 l. 31 How did you test for significance?

• p. 15 l. 12–13 Why is it important that there are nor linear correlations between residuals and predictors? You measure randomness of residuals via the permutation entropy.

• Figure 4 in Supplemental Materials is difficult to read. Please consider splitting it.
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